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Chapter 831 The Last Election Day -Partpart 2) 

The 19th of October in the 227th year of the Federation era was an unforgettable day for many people. 

On this day, the World Federation was officially divided into six major cities. On this day, many 

legendary people finally chose their starting platform, although the 20th day was the day when the six 

major cities officially opened, for many people, the 19th day was their turning point. At 12 o’clock in the 

morning that day, many people were lucky enough to become the first batch of pioneers in history, in 

this sudden arrival of the interstellar era, began their legendary journey! 

At this time, before 12 o’clock, although the general election situation has been completely clear, but 

many candidates still can not calm their hearts for a long time, in the last night to do their hearts most 

wanted to do… . . 

——– 

West Germany: 

Angor had already returned to his hometown on the 18th after making his final world tour speech. The 

first thing he did when he returned was to hand in the resignation of the West German leader in 

advance. He then rejected all invitations from the higher families, he came to his hometown, Hamburg, 

alone. 
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She bought her grandfather’s courtyard 30 years ago. It was her first day in politics, and she went from 

being an excellent physics researcher to a politician, eventually, she became the most influential woman 

in all of Western Europe. 

At that time, she already thought that when she realized her dream one day, she would return to this 

courtyard that gave her a happy childhood. She would drink her grandfather’s favorite dark beer and 

enjoy her last years. 

The house had been renovated, using the retro style of West Germany a hundred years ago. It was as 

good as it could be. It had been completed long before the New Year, according to her expectations, she 

would be living in this house by the end of the next year. 

After the completion of the house, she took a few days off to live in the house. She thought that it would 

be a pleasant and unforgettable vacation, but it was not. After only staying for half a day, she could no 

longer stay in this villa! 

At that time, she did not feel any peace and warmth from her grandfather. All she felt was endless 

loneliness. She thought back to her warm childhood. Her grandfather sat in a rocking chair in the yard 

and leisurely drank beer, her mother and grandmother would bake delicious sausages in the yard. Her 

grandchildren would stand around the grill and watch the sausages constantly turning over the oil, 

waiting in front of the grill like puppies. 

But now… There was nothing left. 



Her father and her husband had no children for many years. As her career got better and better, even 

her husband left her. Before she knew it, she was already on her own. 

The thought of being alone in her old age was too cold to fall asleep. 

Sometimes, she even wondered if she..? … regretted it? 

Now that he was back here again, sitting on the rocking chair and looking at the quiet moonlight, Angor 

suddenly felt a different feeling than the one he felt when he ran away that day. 

A long-lost sense of peace came to his mind. His whole body felt relaxed. It was exactly the feeling he 

was looking forward to… … 

Why? 

Angor looked at the moonlight and asked himself. After thinking for almost half a night, she suddenly 

had an answer… … 

She and her grandfather were different after all… 

Her grandfather was an ordinary old man. Enjoying family was the final destination of an ordinary 

person’s life. She was not. She was more like a captain. The Romance of a sailor was engraved in her 

bones, people who liked the sea would only enjoy a moment of peace before their next journey. The 

meaning of her life was to Never Stop! 

“That’s great…”Angor looked at the endless starry sky. After coming to her senses, her eyes were filled 

with hope for tomorrow! 

.. 

Of course, not all candidates were as emotional as Angor on their last night. Some candidates were 

more realistic, such as Mister from the fifth city, the day before he took office, all he did was to discuss 

how to split the cake with the capitalists! 

In the Congress Hall of the United States, many families gathered. They were all familiar faces of Wall 

Street, leaders of various industries, and famous tycoons. 

Of course, there were other important people besides the capitalists. For example, the current military 

marshal, the general commander of the Extraordinary Corps, and the captains of various teams, as well 

as some famous politicians. 

These people were all at the top of the pyramid in the United States. At this moment, Mister was sitting 

at the head of the table in high spirits. His face was red and full of pride. 

“Mr. Mister…”at this moment, a young voice sounded in the meeting. “Shouldn’t you give us a 

reassuring explanation?” 

Everyone looked over. The person who spoke was the current leader of the Rex family, and the other 

party’s question was clearly questioning the consequences of Mister’s diversion. 



“Bringing in a large number of Chinese and Indian people has indeed helped you win the election, but 

what about us in the future? According to your policy, we will be admitted at the same rate. How are 

you going to fulfill your promise to let us seize the initiative?” 

Everyone also looked at misst at the same time. Currently, three-quarters of the fifth city’s population 

was from outside, and less than one-twentieth of them were Jewish. If they were to be admitted at the 

same rate.., how could they guarantee the advantages of the nobles in a new platform that was also full 

of opportunities? 

“Didn’t we discuss this at the beginning?”Mister smiled and said, “According to detailed investigations, 

we will completely disrupt the social relationships of the people who are recruited. We will completely 

separate the people who are recruited and ensure that they will not band together in the short term…” 

Everyone frowned slightly. This plan had indeed been discussed at the beginning. It meant that when 

they recruited a person, they would not recruit other people who had any social relationships with him, 

and they would try their best to ensure that they were isolated, as for the capitalists, they would enter 

the galaxy in a group and form an early interest alliance, quickly occupying the market there! 

Hearing this, Reese frowned and said, “This plan has a good effect on Chinese people. After all, they 

don’t like to form groups, but when we formulated this plan, we didn’t expect you to bring in Indian 

people. Ah San is famous for forming groups to exclude foreigners. Don’t you know that?” 

Everyone nodded. In Silicon Valley, after any Ah San became a senior manager of the company, a lot of 

Ah San would appear in the company in a very short period of time. Although the AH SAN had serious 

internal conflicts in the country, they were very active in forming groups outside, if a large number of AH 

San entered the new environment for the diversion of more than 400 million, they might implement the 

same plan in Silicon Valley. 

“of course I thought of that!”Mister smiled confidently as he laid out his plan of action. . . 

——– — 

After the meeting was over, a group of capital bosses left the parliament with satisfaction. Apparently, 

the plan that Mister had just mentioned had already won their trust. Each and every one of them was 

anxious to go back, discuss with family members how to open their family’s grand plan in the New 

World! 

Among the capital Giants, Reiss was the first to return home like everyone else. It was a villa in the 

center of the city. However, Reiss did not take off his suit when he returned home. Instead, he walked 

quickly to the basement! 

As a delicate mechanism was activated, a secret passage appeared in the basement of the villa. At the 

other end of the secret passage, an unexpected eastern face appeared. 

“Elder Huo…”Rex bowed respectfully. Then, the features of Rex’s face began to change rapidly. A few 

seconds later, the three-dimensional western face turned into an oriental face. 

It was an shunwang, who had not appeared for a long time! 

Chapter 832 I Promise You! 



“Just as you expected, Mister has already prepared a method to deal with the Indian!”An shunwang said 

to elder huo, “But isn’t that method a little destroying his foundation?” 

Elder Huo laughed when he heard that. “After he became the leader of America, isn’t destroying his 

foundation a normal operation?” 

“But why?”An Shunwang asked modestly. 

“Because from the beginning to the end, he was just a small businessman, and a small businessman only 

has a small capital structure…”. Elder huo sneered, “Let me ask you, why do you think he would open up 

an unlimited number of people as a policy to watch the private forces expand?” 

“He said that… he doesn’t want to suppress the potential of the players?”An Shunwang hesitated. 
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“Bullsh * T!”Elder huo directly cursed, “Do you think he has that kind of broad-minded heart?” 

“Then why?” 

“Of course it’s for his family!”Old Huo sneered. “How long is the term of the city Lord?”? “100 

years.”That sounded like a lot, but in fact, compared to the lifespan of a genetic body, the potential was 

actually not that long. According to the information, as long as an ordinary person worked hard to 

evolve, living for one to two thousand years was not a problem at all. As a city lord with sufficient 

resources, after the term ends, he still has more than a thousand years to live. What do you think he will 

do when he leaves?” 

“Private Lord?”An Shunwang suddenly realized something. 

“Humph… … He’s not stupid… “…”elder Huo nodded. “He opened up the population restriction just to 

create a strong enough advantage for his family. So strong that even after he stepped down, the next 

city Lord wouldn’t be able to threaten his family. This is his real goal. For this, he first has to do whatever 

it takes to get the city lord position. Even if he has to sacrifice his own country’s acceptance rate, then 

he has to give up enough power so that the private forces have enough space. As the city lord, he will 

use his position to crazily seek benefits for his family and allies. He will strive to create a heavenly 

regiment level Lord faction during his term of office. For this purpose, he will not consider the long-term 

future of the fifth city. Compared to the candidates of other cities, Mister is a complete opportunist!” 

“If that’s the case, why should we support him?”Anshun Wang was a little puzzled. 

Ever since the deputy commander of the Extraordinary Corps brought back the intelligence, under elder 

Huo’s push, the Rex family and the deputy commander had completely sided with Meister, they had 

pulled down enough capital for Meister, the strange leader who was hated by many forces. 

“Why not?”Elder Huo smiled. “Who else can we support? “Will anyone with a long-term vision accept 

my offer as a Chinese? “To ensure the interests of the United States, we must either implement a 

division system like Angor, or completely reject the players from central China. However, only this guy 

can verbally reject the players from central China and use immigration conditions to win them over!” 

Anshun Wang:”…” 



“In the end, what happens to the fifth city is none of our business.”? “What’s Our Purpose?”? “To build a 

shelter here for the players from Central China. Among all the candidates, only a selfish businessman 

like Mister will give us a chance. He’s also a good opportunity for us to expand our private forces. Only 

when we’re strong enough can we provide some space for the Chinese players to develop. Do you 

understand?” 

“Understood…”an shunwang nodded. 

“As for what happened to the three of them, why are you sympathizing with them?”? They had chosen 

their own path in life. They had such an outstanding leader like Mister, yet they didn’t support him. 

Instead, they were bewitched by a few words and abandoned their national hero. Instead, they turned 

to a capitalist. Didn’t they deserve to be cheated?” 

“That makes sense!”An shunwang grinned. As a program ape who had been ostracized by AH SAN for 

two years in Silicon Valley, he was gloating. 

“Speaking of Almi…”Old Huo’s face showed a hint of emotion. “It’s a pity…” 

At this moment, in the embassy in Huazhong, Almi welcomed a guest that he had never expected… 

“Mr. Song Zaiyi?”Almi looked at the guest in surprise, not understanding why he would suddenly come 

looking for him. 

As a candidate, Song zaiyi, who was running for the third city, should not have any interaction with him. 

In fact, they did not have any conflict in terms of the number of people they could recruit, even though 

they had heard of each other’s stories.., but they had never interacted with each other from the 

beginning to the end. 

“Are you sure you want to go back?”Song Zhenyi asked straightforwardly after entering the room, as if 

he was a good friend for many years. 

“Yes…”Almi nodded. “There are some things that we have to face!” 

“Do you know what you are going to face?”Song Zhenyi frowned and looked at the other party. 

This time, Almi’s defeat would not only face the liquidation of the nobles, but also the anger of the 

people! 

Although under the propaganda of the high-level officials in the country, most of the third countries had 

defected to the fifth city and abandoned Almi, there were still 300 million people who supported him, 

and those who supported him because they had voted for him.., this caused these 300 million people to 

basically have no hope of being the first batch to enter the Sea of stars! 

Although it was a great defeat because the three countries were not united, the people would not have 

such a self-awareness. After Almi’s failure, the dirty water that the three countries’high-level officials 

poured on him would come true, it would make more people believe that Almi was a dirty person. That 

was how they could vent their anger! 

Song Zaiyi was certain that if Almi returned this time, his fate would be much worse than his! 



“The fifth city is a conspiracy. The people of our country can’t get a fair environment there. I have to go 

back. I have to warn the people of our country who haven’t made a choice and let them choose the right 

path. I may not be able to become the city lord of the first city and give preferential treatment to the 

people of our country. I may not be able to let the first batch of Indians enter the galaxy, but Angor’s 

policy can create a relatively fair environment. It’s the best choice for our people now!” 

“You went back as a loser, and you were slandered by the higher-ups in the country. How many people 

are willing to believe your words if you go back and spread the News Now?”Song Zai said coldly. 

“As many as there are!”! Almi said seriously, “I believe that there are still rational people. My influence 

might be greatly reduced because of this failure and the dirty water from the higher-ups, but it won’t be 

completely useless. There are still more than 100 million people in the country who have not made a 

decision. Even if I can convince one-tenth or even one-hundredth of these 100 million people, my return 

will still be valuable!”! “! !” 

Song Zaiyi:”…” 

“You will die…” 

“Everyone will die…”Almi smiled with his white teeth. 

“What an idiot!”Song Zaiyi raised his head and did not look at Almi anymore. He tried his best not to let 

Almi see the sadness in his heart. 

“Mr. Song Zaiyi…” 

“Speak…” 

“There are 17 million citizens in the third city. Although most of them did not choose you, can you 

please give them a chance?” 

“Give them a chance?”Song zaiyi sneered. “Those idiots who believed in the Freedom Federation’s 

words and abandoned you. Do you want me to give them a chance?” 

“Please!”Almi bowed solemnly. 

“I’m sorry…”song Zaiyi insisted. “I also have my principles. If I give them a chance, I have to reduce the 

share of people who believe in me. If that’s the case, what’s the point of them believing in me?” 

Almi:”…” 

After a long silence, Almi finally sighed. “It’s my fault for not thinking things through…” 

“But I won’t give them despair…”. Song zaiyi said seriously, “In my city, there will always be a way to 

rise, and there will never be a monopoly. Even if your stupid people go in a little later, I will still give 

them a fair environment. I Promise You That!” 

Hearing that, Almi looked at him in a daze. After a long time, a sincere smile appeared on his face. He 

put his hands together and saluted song zaiyi! 

Chapter 833 On the eve of the public test (Part One) 



On October 20th, Galaxy officially opened. On this day, everyone sat from 12 am until daytime, 

nervously waiting for the official announcement of the name list. 

At this time, in a female dormitory of C City Normal University, three girls were gathered in front of a 

computer. They looked nervous, as if they were looking forward to the results of the college entrance 

examination. 

“Why hasn’t the news been announced at eight o’clock?”One of the girls couldn’t help but complain. 

In this dormitory, a girl who was eating well and sleeping soundly climbed out of her bed, she looked 

speechlessly at the girl who had just spoken. “Big Sister, it’s eight o’clock in the morning. The civil 

servants haven’t gone to work yet. How could they announce the news at this time?” 

“That’s hard to say!”One of the girls curled her lips and said, “My college entrance exam result is to 

come out in the middle of the night…” 
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“Xiaoyun, why do you look like you don’t care at all…”the tallest girl with tanned skin looked at the angry 

Guo Xiaoyun and said, “You slept so soundly…” 

“You didn’t sleep the whole night. Did you wait for the result?”Guo Xiaoyun… “No,”Rainmaiden Wugua 

rolled her eyes and asked. 

“Xiaoyun is still as heartless as ever. It’s great…”the girl named Ya Xin couldn’t help but sigh. 

Rainmaiden wugua glanced at her but didn’t say anything. She didn’t forget that this guy almost killed 

her. 

“By the way, which City did you choose? What race did you apply for?” 

“You only know how to care about us?”Yaxin pouted. “I thought you didn’t care at all…” 

Raingirl was speechless. She was just asking politely. To be honest, she really didn’t care about her 

roommates. 

“I chose the third city!”One of the round-faced girls said with a smile, “I chose the sea elf race. I saw the 

posters of that race. They are as beautiful as mermaids. Most importantly, they can travel in the depths 

of the sea. It’s really great!” 

“Just because of this?”Yaxin laughed. 

“Of course not!”The girl said with a red face, “Being good-looking is just a small factor. I’m mainly 

optimistic about the sea market, not to mention that don’t you think it’s romantic? “I heard that this 

race can live in the sea. I can travel by myself and travel to a new world through the sea. I can enjoy the 

scenery of the sea while traveling. If I pass by an island country, I can go ashore and experience the local 

customs of that island country. What could be more romantic than this life?” 

“Wow…”the girls were immediately attracted by her idea and revealed looks of yearning. 

“You damn girl didn’t share such a good idea with US before!”The black girl next to her couldn’t help but 

pinch the other party’s apple-shaped face. 



“You didn’t ask me…” 

The idea was quite good… “…”. Raingirl, WUGUA, drank a mouthful of water to moisten her dry throat. 

Unfortunately, reality was very backbone. That guy in the ice cap had the same dream. In the end, after 

trying for two days, he surrendered and obediently developed technology. The reason was very simple, 

in the life of a mermaid, you only saw the romantic side but not the reality side. What do you eat when 

you swim in the ocean? At sea, you travel for more than half a year. Can you really eat live fish in the 

ocean like other fish? 

Live Fish that would bleed if they didn’t shave their scales. I can respect you as a man! 

Where Do you sleep at night? At the bottom of the sea? That dark and cold sea bottom. When did an 

unknown thing appear out of nowhere? Are you sure you can sleep? 

You’re really naive… “…”. Raingirl Wugua couldn’t help but pinch the other party’s apple-faced. 

“Why do you also come to cha-cha with me, Xiao Yun? Don’t be like them and learn to be bad!”The 

apple-faced girl couldn’t help but pout. 

“It feels good. No wonder they all love cha-cha…”Raingirl Wugua muttered. 

“Xiao Yun! !” 

“What about you guys?”Raingirl WUGUA ignored the other two and looked at the other two. 

“I chose the fifth city…”ya xin smiled and said, “My family has already approved the immigration 

application. If I’m chosen today, I should go to America Tomorrow.” 

“Ah… Yaxin, you guys are emigrating!”The apple-faced girl couldn’t help but say. 

“Yeah!”Yaxin smiled and said, “There are so many people, so the probability of being selected is too low. 

I think the immigration conditions offered by America are very good. Even if I’m not selected now, I can 

still enjoy a good material life. It’s a guaranteed choice…”. “…” 

Raingirl, Wugua, didn’t say anything. This kind of short-sighted choice that disregarded the future for the 

sake of the present didn’t matter anymore. They were all adults, so they should be responsible for the 

path they chose. 

Finally, Rainmaiden Wugua looked at black sister. 

“I… I chose the second city…”black sister smiled embarrassedly. 

“Eh?”The girls all revealed curious expressions. 

There were very few people who chose the second city. It was not because of the angry youths or 

anything like that. It was mainly because of Qingming’s policy that everyone had to plant a year’s worth 

of fields in order to help the city test new species.., after planting a year’s worth of fields in peace, they 

could apply for the training and transformation course. This slowed down the progress of the Elven 

civilization, which was already at a disadvantage in terms of civilization. Many people were dissatisfied 

with the new policy, it also made the number of people who chose the second city even fewer in the 

next few days. 



However, rainy girl didn’t think much of it. In her opinion, this Abe Qingming was a very strategic 

person, and he had a very deep understanding of the elven civilization! 

What was the greatest flaw of the elven civilization? Many people might say that the early development 

of the elven civilization was slow, relying too much on biological evolution and not relying on machinery, 

resulting in a high-level civilization’s infrastructure requiring at least level-6 civilization to form. 

But this was actually only one aspect. The true flaw of the elven civilization was the uncertainty of the 

race’s genes! 

What did the early elven civilization need? Naturally, it needed producers. be it the flower spirits of the 

wood elves or the sacrifices of the Moon Elves, they were the true cornerstones of the early elven 

civilization. 

This could be seen from the good start of the cabbages. 

The combat elves did not have much effect on the early development of the city. However, the variable 

of the elven transformation stage could not be controlled. This inability to control the talents that the 

city needed was the greatest flaw of the Elven civilization! 

Why would they choose to let the entire population farm? Clearly, Qing Ming had seen through the 

conditions for transformation. Those who transformed would transform according to their state of mind 

and subconscious mind. And if they were used to novel agricultural cultivation and elemental 

communication.., it was possible that their subconscious mind would develop in this direction during the 

transformation period. 

Clearly, Qing Ming was using this year’s farming to cultivate the subconscious minds of many people, 

thus increasing the chances of transforming into flower spirits. 

In fact, the first batch of people who entered the second city would not suffer a loss, because the flower 

spirit and the priest would be more popular than the developers in the entire Xing Hai Market! 

However, the silly black girl should not be able to see through this… … 

Therefore, rainy girl looked at the other party curiously. “Why did you choose the second city…” 

“Because my family is all farmers in Hainan!”The black girl giggled. “I grew up with my dad growing corn 

on the land over there. I’m very skilled in farming. I’m a liberal arts major. If I can’t become a developer, 

I might be able to make a living in the second city by relying on my family skills!” 

Rainy Girl:”…” 

What a simple and unflashy idea… … Everyone silently said… … 

Chapter 834 the eve of the open beta (middle) 

“Xiaoyun, where are you going?”The black girl was a little shy when her roommates looked at her, so 

she quickly changed the topic. 



Everyone immediately looked at Guo Xiaoyun, and Ya Xin also looked at her. They remembered that this 

guy was famous for being an internet addict. He entered the gaming cabin all day and never came out to 

eat. 

“Huaxia City…”Guo Xiaoyun picked up the boiled corn on the table and sniffed it, and her eyes suddenly 

lit up… … 

“Huaxia City? Why Huaxia City?”Ya Xin was the first to ask, “I heard that the government only accepts 

researchers with doctorates and above. Ordinary people can’t get into the first batch.” 

Guo Xiaoyun said while eating the corn, “Who did you hear it from? Don’t believe the rumors. Even if 

you can’t get into the first batch and get into the second batch, are you worried that the party will 

abandon you?” 
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“This… is it necessary?”Ya Xin frowned and looked at Guo Xiaoyun. “It’s such a good opportunity. Don’t 

you want to take a look first?” 

“Didn’t you say that the possibility of getting in is very small?”Xiao Yun rolled his eyes. 

“Then we can take advantage of the opportunity…”ya xin smiled and said, “The conditions in America 

are good…” 

“It doesn’t matter whether they are willing or not. The main thing is that they love their country and are 

reluctant to leave their homeland…”Guo Xiaoyun said seriously. … 

Ya Xin immediately frowned. She felt that this guy was hiding something from them. 

“Where did you buy it? It tastes pretty good!”Guo Xiaoyun raised the corn in her hand and asked. 

Having been used to the crops in the galaxy, other than spicy sticks and instant noodles, the food in the 

real world was basically unappetizing. She didn’t expect that a stick of pure corn could have such a 

sweet taste… 

“I planted it!”The black girl was immediately pleased with herself. “It’s delicious, right?” 

“Hey, this corn is so delicious! Did you grow it at home?”The apple-faced girl next to her ran over and 

took a bite as well. 

“I planted it myself!” 

“Stop fooling around. Aren’t you all in school? Where did you plant it? It Can’t be in the school garden, 

right?” 

Rainy girl took another bite silently. Then, she raised her head and asked, “Have you entered the 

galaxy?” 

“Hehehe!”The black girl touched her face and giggled. 

“Damn, isn’t it announced today?”The apple-faced girl was stunned. “Did the second city announce it so 

early?” 



Rainy girl said, “It seems that special talents are accepted in advance…” 

“How do you know?”Ya Xin frowned and looked at rainy girl. 

“I heard it from people…”rainy girl said indifferently. 

“Special talent?”The apple-faced girl pulled the black girl up and down. “What do you mean? Planting 

Corn?” 

“Yes…” 

“Is it really planting corn?”Ya Xin was stunned. “How is it special? What did your application form say?” 

“It said that…”. The black girl giggled and said, “There was a column on it that said that I’m good at corn. 

I thought that I didn’t do well in my major in university, so I wrote that I’m good at planting corn.” … … 

But the next day, I got an email informing me that I was accepted. Wow, you guys don’t know, Huaxia 

City is so beautiful. It’s even more beautiful than the pictures on the Internet!” 

“Aren’t you in the Second City? Why are you in Huaxia City?”Ya Xin frowned. 

“The people who are going in now are all in Huaxia City. They are saying that the infrastructure of the 

second city hasn’t been set up yet, so we who were accepted in advance are all temporarily placed in 

Huaxia City in batches. The city Lord even got us a piece of farmland where we can farm. These corn are 

all grown in it. Isn’t it delicious?” 

Hearing this, Ya Xin knew that the other party wasn’t lying. She looked at the corn on the table and then 

at black sister with a complicated expression. No one knew what she was thinking. 

“A fool is blessed with dumb luck…”raingirl, Wu Gua, smiled, picked up the last corn on the table and 

ran. 

“Xiao Yun, that’s Ya Xin’s corn. I only brought four…”black sister hurriedly said. 

“I go, very mean!”Apple face girl hurriedly way: “Ya Xin elder sister, I go to help you take back the 

corn!”Said also the wind and fire rushed out. 

Ya Xin stared at the back of rain woman without melon, eyes flashed a trace of thoughtful light. 

———— 

Lui family: 

Old Master Lei looked at his sons and grandsons and said, “I’ve discussed it with the leader. We can still 

hold on for a few more years, so we won’t go in and waste the quota. The opportunity has to be given to 

you young people…” 

The hearts of the Lei family members jumped, especially the juniors. Their faces were flushed red, as if 

they wanted to ask but didn’t dare to. 

“There’s no need to act like this. I’ve already reported your spots, but according to the rules, you have to 

be 18 years old or above. Later, those who meet the age requirements can directly report to 

Galaxy!”Old Master Lei immediately reassured everyone. 



Upon hearing this news, everyone immediately heaved a sigh of relief. Their tensed faces also relaxed, 

but the flush of excitement did not dissipate! 

They had finally waited for this day. Ever since the announcement of the election a month ago, they had 

been gearing up for it. They were just waiting to go in and make a big move. However, it was somewhat 

regretful that their grandfather had not been able to successfully run for City Lord. 

“Remember, the descendants of the Lei clan are of the same blood. After you go in, you must watch out 

for each other and help each other. That platform is vast and limitless. There will be many opportunities 

and great competition. You brothers and sisters must advance and retreat together!” 

“It’s grandfather!”The young and strong grandchild immediately replied with full energy. 

“Sister Xue, please take care of me in the future!”Lei Jiaming said to Lei Xue with a fake smile. 

Lei Xue looked at the other party. She had already adapted to the developer’s bloodline, so her mental 

sensitivity was extremely high. She was very sensitive to the malice that this cousin of hers was emitting. 

Although she did not know why his family could hold a grudge against her to such an extent, Lei Xue was 

secretly vigilant in her heart. She smiled gently and said, “Alright…” 

When Jiaming saw that the other party answered so straightforwardly without even the slightest bit of 

modesty, he was instantly stunned. However, he immediately laughed coldly in his heart. A person who 

worked for others really took him seriously? 

Old Master Lei was a shrewd old man. How could he not see what this kid was thinking? He couldn’t 

help but secretly sigh in his heart. 

Then, he looked at his eldest grandson, Lei Hao. At this moment, Lei Hao, this child, was also in high 

spirits. He didn’t take Lei Xue seriously at all. It was fine if Jia Ming, that child, was young and insensible, 

but why was he also… … 

Could it be… that he really had a problem with his education in the past? 

————– 

Liu family: 

Brother Dog raised his wine glass and took the initiative to toast. “I wish all of You a bright future and a 

grand plan in the galaxy! !” 

“Shiyu, what are you talking about? We still need you to take care of us when we enter the galaxy…”the 

cousins of the Liu family’s grandchildren all returned to the wine, as if their previous unhappiness with 

Shiyu did not exist at all. 

Elder Liu looked at Shiyu and thought to himself, ‘how did this brat become so oily?’? He could not let 

him fish in troubled waters. 

“Brat, you have to honor your previous promise!” 

Previously, Liu Shiyu had promised that if any of his siblings got in, he would provide them with a 

starting capital. 



“Of course!”Liu Shiyu smiled and said, “The men of the Liu family will naturally keep their word…” 

Chapter 835 On the eve of the open beta test (part two) 

“Wenhao, after enduring that brat for so long, your chance has finally come!”At night, in the Liu family’s 

inner courtyard, second brother Liu’s room, second brother Liu said to Liu Wenhao. 

Liu Wenhao also nodded his head. “The heavens are really unfair. Such a good opportunity was actually 

wasted on that dance girl’s trash. However, trash is trash. Even if given a chance, it won’t transform into 

a dragon’s seed. The first batch that entered actually managed to get to the point of working for others. 

In the end, it’s just that little bit of success. Dad, don’t worry. Your son will definitely not let you down!” 

“Good boy. I know you have ambition, but you must remember not to be impulsive. After all, that 

bastard has stayed in the galaxy for so long, so he has some advantages. When we first started, don’t be 

angry with him, especially the early funding from Chengruo. We must get it. After eating our Liu family’s 

food for so many years, we must get him to return it!” 

“I know dad, I won’t be impulsive… …”Liu Wenhao calmed down for a moment and then smiled. 

Finally, those who look down on their own xianmen, aristocratic, and Liu Shiyu that bastard, he will 

eventually let them regret it! 
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———- — 

“Elder sister, why can’t I go in… .”Lei family inner courtyard, Lei Xue Home is located in the wing room, 

Lei Xue younger brother is like drag a bottle of oil to hug his elder sister to act coquettishly. 

“Don’t mess around!”At the side, old father Lei Xue said with a straight face, “There are so many people 

lining up in the country right now. How many places can we, the aristocratic families, have? It’s already 

considered special. You, a tiny little baby, are also lining up. Do you really think that the city is owned by 

our Lei Family?” 

“Wu…”the child immediately bit his lips, feeling wronged. 

“Dad!”Lei Xue rolled her eyes at her father, “Why are you talking about this with little brother? “He’s so 

young. Can he understand?”Then, Lei Xue gently rubbed her younger brother’s head. “You’re still young. 

It’s more important to study hard now. Study hard. If you can get into the top three of the grade this 

year, I, Cheng Ruo, will bring you in immediately!” 

“Really?”The child’s eyes immediately lit up! 

“Xue’er?”Hearing that, Lei Xue’s father frowned. 

“It’s alright…”Lei xue smiled and said, “The ice cap lord has given me a few quotas for relatives. When 

the time comes, if we don’t go through the official channels, others won’t be able to say anything…” 

“Our Huaxia City is in need of construction. How can you waste the quotas on a child?”Father Lei said 

unhappily. 



“A child is also the future of the city…”. “…”lei xue smiled and said, “Bring haoyu in as soon as possible 

so that he can see the world. I’ll pay for him to learn some lessons and see which aspect our haoyu is 

suitable for in the future so that he can make plans early, right?” 

Hearing that, Father Lei did not object anymore. Although he felt that this elder sister was spoiling his 

younger brother, that sentence about learning new lessons as soon as possible moved him a little. After 

all, as a parent, who would not want their children to receive the best growth education? The Sea of 

stars was filled with knowledge and technology that was higher than the D sphere. It was definitely a 

good thing to be able to receive guidance from the instructors inside. 

On the other side, Lei Jiaming was lying in bed, unable to fall asleep for a long time. He was so excited 

that he couldn’t wait to enter that magical world to catch up. He could see that it was a place that could 

create princes and generals, and he is absolutely a member of the new generation of kings, he will let 

the Lei family know that their value, far more than Lei Xue this kind of relying on a bit of luck of women 

can be compared! 

———- — 

In the assembly hall, the leader who had just been confirmed as the city Lord had not even had the time 

to resign from his position when his first batch of guests arrived. 

It was the people from the Yunshan sect. 

“Senior Yunshan has graced us with his presence. This junior has failed to welcome you!”The leader 

called Patriarch Yunshan and the others to their seats with great respect. 

He had heard of the other party’s name before. He was a big shot who had already become famous 

during the Qing dynasty. In terms of seniority, the first generation leader had to address him as senior. 

Although he did not like cultivation sects, Yunshan was relatively decent. He had done his best to 

protect the imperial city from transcendents over the past few hundred years. 

Moreover, there were no permanent enemies in politics. Yunji’s suggestion was indeed meaningful. If 

these cultivators could really take advantage of the new race in Huaxia City.., and they were willing to 

fully support the city in building its own armed forces, it was indeed of great significance to the 

consolidation of Huaxia City. 

The leader’s attitude made Patriarch Yunshan sigh in relief. Although he was prepared to be ridiculed by 

the authorities for the sake of Yunshan’s future, as an old man who had lived for hundreds of years, it 

was naturally the best for him to keep his face, therefore, he looked at the leader with a much friendlier 

gaze, he quickly said, “You are too polite, sir. You will steer Huazhong and let this ship sail smoothly in 

the turbulent waves. Otherwise, how could there be a place for us mountain people to cultivate? “I have 

only lived for a few years. How could I be worthy of being called senior by you, Sir?” 

“What are you saying, Senior?”The leader said with a smile, “It is precisely because of the protection of 

you old seniors that the Little Rascals outside can not spy on our Huaxia. That is why Huazhong has 

flourished for three hundred years…” 

After a round of business talks, the group of people sat down in a harmonious atmosphere. The leader 

looked at the group of amiable people from the sects and could not help but sigh in his heart. 



If it was in the past, how could these cultivators be so polite to him? Thinking back to when elder Li was 

begging an elder to help him, he had to kowtow to Kunlun step by step at his old age. 

Reality proved that everything in this world was based on strength. Now that he had such a large 

amount of resources, it was the reason why this elder was willing to flatter him… … 

Immortal cultivators… … were no different from ordinary people… … 

“Then let’s get back to the main topic…”. The leader smiled and said, “Based on your disciple, Yunji Mu’s 

excellent performance in the galaxy, we have reason to believe that cultivators or new races in Huaxia 

City will have an advantage over ordinary players.”As he spoke, he looked at elder Li. 

Seeing this, elder Li immediately turned on the virtual screen and said, “Apart from the three genes in 

Huaxia City, the private genes are the most special. They are the Dark Ones, the star spirits, and the 

giant spirits. Unlike the genes of other cities, the cost of cultivating these three genes in Huaxia city is 

extremely high, especially the first two. It is simply unbelievable. According to the materials disclosed by 

the headquarter, to cultivate the dark ones and the star spirits, one must spend extra points to send 

them to a special planet for cultivation. Moreover, the cost is huge. With the current tax revenue of 

Huaxia City, we can support no more than ten spots!” 

“Oh?”Sect leader Yun and the others took a deep breath, and their hearts suddenly became lively. In the 

cultivation system, the more expensive the secret technique, the more sophisticated it was. This was an 

example of the twelve golden immortals of Kunlun. 

“The investment cost is too high. Plus, whether the cultivation disciples are 100% suitable for these two 

genes is less convincing with just yunji mu as an example…” 

“Then what does leader mean?”Sect Master Yun narrowed his eyes slightly, knowing that this was the 

crucial time to negotiate terms. 

Chapter 836 the opening of each city (1) 

“Among the six major cities, Huaxia City is the only one with tax revenue at the beginning, and only 

Huaxia city can cultivate such high-consumption genes…”. Elder Li started the introduction. “The other 

cities are still in the early stages of construction, and the basic system hasn’t been formed yet. Now, 

they are mainly relying on the free supply and loans from the main base to develop. Only Huaxia City has 

a good tax revenue and a mature market because of the efforts of countless excellent players!” 

“But we can’t let this advantage go to waste…” 

“Elder Li, if you have something to say, just say it…”sect leader Yun smiled. 

“Okay!”Elder li nodded. “Since it’s an agreement, let’s talk about the first two Geno Points first. Dark 

descendants and star spirits are both Geno Points that require a lot of resources. According to the rules 

of the main base, if you want to increase your level after level 2, you have to apply for a special training 

ground from the main base. You can pay the fees or borrow money, but the price is extremely high. You 

need 100,000 points a month, and as your level increases, the price will continue to rise…”. “…” 

Upon hearing this, sect leader Yun slightly frowned. Before he came here, he had also collected 

information. He knew that Huaxia City was currently trading based on points, and the current value of 



points was extremely high, 100,000 points, based on the previous black market conversion price, was at 

least 1 billion federation coins. This was the price before it was exposed. According to what he knew, the 

various major capitals were already frantically trying to purchase the currency of the New World, the 

points in the black market were sold for over 10,000 federation coins. Moreover, there was a price but 

no market because there were not many players who were willing to sell. 
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If it was calculated in terms of advanced currency, it would cost 10 billion federation coins a month to 

nurture a dark descendant. This price was indeed frighteningly high! 

Elder Li saw that the other party understood the severity of the situation and continued, “It is also 

because of this reason that we can not put our eggs in the same basket. Hence, there is a pre-selection 

agreement. Currently, the dark descendant and star spirit genes are temporarily closed to the public. 

The internal cultivators of Yunshan and the top special forces of our government can voluntarily sign up. 

Huaxia City will provide half a year’s worth of training. However, regardless of whether it is the people 

of Yunshan or the people selected by the internal army of Huaxia, if the half a year’s worth of training is 

not effective, the government will eventually stop the supply of resources. Do you have any objections 

to this?” 

Upon hearing this, sect leader Yun’s frown deepened. The other party’s reasoning was very sound. After 

all, the other party had first provided resources in real gold and silver. He couldn’t possibly waste 

resources on him if he wasn’t suitable, right? 

“What determines the results of the cultivation?” 

“Sect leader Yun, you can rest assured!”Elder li smiled and said, “This point will be assessed by the upper 

echelons of luofu themselves. We won’t interfere. I believe that the result assessed by a third party will 

be the most fair!” 

The elders of Yunshan nodded immediately. 

Elder li continued, “Due to the huge investment, if the cultivation is successful, we must serve the 

Huaxia city officials for the rest of our lives. Of course, we will provide reasonable remuneration and 

better resources to help them grow. We will also give them a certain degree of freedom. However, the 

mission issued by the officials must be completed unconditionally. The orders of the higher-ups must 

also be obeyed. There is no objection to this, right?” 

The elders of Yunshan hesitated. This was equivalent to being completely loyal to the imperial court. 

Originally, cultivation was meant to be unfettered, but now… 

However, they also knew that there was no absolute freedom in the world. Cultivation in a sect was still 

restricted by the sect? 

To many elders, it didn’t matter whether they were restricted by the authorities or by the sect. The rules 

they had to abide by in the sect were actually not much different from the rules they had to abide by in 

the authorities. 

In the past, they had ignored the government’s loyalty to the sect because the sect had cultivation 

techniques and resources. But now, when these two things were in the hands of the government… … 



All of a sudden, the elders looked at Sect Master Yun and the Patriarch. 

The sect master and the Patriarch felt a little complicated in their hearts. Of course, they didn’t want the 

Cloud Mountain sect to be directly accepted by the government, but… ? The key was that even they 

couldn’t resist the temptation of this new resource. How could they stop these people from falling for 

the government? 

“Of course, as a thousand-year-old cultural sect, our government will definitely not just let you lose your 

members…”. Elder li smiled and said, “As long as we cooperate and establish it, our government will 

inform the whole country that the Yunshan sect is an official designated cultivation sect. It has the 

priority to recruit disciples from the Yunshan sect. Moreover, it has the privilege to choose the three 

major private races. This is something that ordinary people don’t have. I believe that the incense of your 

sect will be better than before with this news!” 

“This…”sect leader Yun and the old ancestor were stunned. It did sound pretty good. 

Yunshan had become the official channel, and it also had the right to choose a new race. As long as the 

new race performed well in the future, the government would definitely make the Dark Ones and the 

star spirits into noble races, yunshan, which had the right to choose a noble race, would also become 

the Cultivation Academy that millions of people in Central China yearned for. 

This model would definitely make Yunshan more and more popular… … 

After all, it was the support of the whole country… 

At the thought of this, the old ancestor finally nodded and cupped his hands, “Thank you, leader!” 

Hearing this, the leader smiled and said, “Cooperation, naturally, we must pursue a win-win situation. 

This is the long-term way. Those short-sighted methods of capital are not the style of our country…”(i… 

Didn’t hint anything… I sent four!) 

“That makes sense…”the ancestor smiled and said, “No Wonder Huazhong has become more and more 

prosperous under your leadership all these years!” 

The leader could not deny this old senior’s flattery. In any case, it was the truth, then, he said, “Next is 

about the third gene. This gene is also quite special. The Information Luo Fu gave us is that its initial cost 

is also very high. However, it is not as exaggerated as the dark ones and the star spirits. However, it still 

has to pay a very high initial cost. An ordinary player would not be able to advance to level 2 and step 

into the new world for three years without the support of special resources.” 

“That’s why we want to classify the giant spirit clan as an official clan. We will ensure that any battle 

players who choose to join the giant spirit clan will have the resources to nurture them in the early 

stages. However, unlike the Dark Ones, we plan to give the giant spirit clan players an extra path of 

freedom. They can choose to become the official city’s armed forces. If they choose this path, we will 

give them more preferential support, including the family members’quotas being recorded in advance. 

Other than that, there is also a second path. The second path is for the government to provide the initial 

funds for them to go out and explore. However, regardless of whether they join another faction or 

become a lord themselves, they have to give the government a share. If they are a private faction, they 

have to hand over 30% of their income to Huaxia City every year for a period of 50 years. If they become 



a lord, Huaxia city has to control 50% of the shares and have 50% of the quotas to be recommended. 

Whether it’s your Yunshan disciples or the disciples of your army who choose this path in the future, you 

have to follow this path. What do you think?” 

“Hiss…”sect leader Yun took a deep breath when he heard this… … 

50% of the shares and half of the recommendation rights. Does this mean that after becoming a lord, he 

has to accept half of the people that the government has arranged to join him? This… ? Does this count 

as forcing a state-owned enterprise? 

Chapter 837 the opening of each city (2) 

On October 20th, under the anticipation of the masses, the day finally arrived. However, for many 

people, it did not make a difference. This was because the 200,000 quota for a city was still too small for 

the number of billions of D Ball Players, most people could only look at the list without their names in 

disappointment! 

The social animals should go to work, the dogs should go to class, everything happened so close and 

seemed to become distant in an instant. Of course, there were also some people who had changed a lot 

even if they did not enter galaxy, it was the group of people who immigrated to the United States. 

The United States seemed to be very faithful to their promise. They prepared villas, starting gold, and 

luxurious cars with 300,000 federal dollars for the Chinese immigrants. 

Countless immigrants posted their happy lives in California or Florida on their wechat moments, which 

made all the social animals who still had to work at nine o’clock and get off work at nine o’clock very 

envious. 

They felt that it was even more baffling than the second generation. After all, the second generation 

gained the savings of the older generation who had worked hard for their whole lives. This was simply a 

godsend. 
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Fortunately, because the United States required a bachelor’s degree or above, some ordinary people 

who only saw the benefits did not have the opportunity to pick up the pie. And most college students 

still had some ability to think independently, they did not fall into the pit easily. 

Many small-capitalized bosses found that this big event did not seem to cause too much social change, 

as if they should live their lives the same way. So, they happily squeezed their employees daily and 

announced that they would work overtime on weekends, they would make up for the lost construction 

time in the past few days. 

After all, most small-capitalized bosses were short-sighted. They did not realize that the probability of 

these employees bullying young people and being poor in the future had become much higher than 

before. 

Of course, at least for the time being, the unrest had not yet fully shown itself. The higher-ups of various 

countries were doing their best to stabilize the unrest. After all, in order to find a way to transfer their 



assets to galaxy before the major change, the capital of each country had to first ensure that the current 

situation was not volatile, the first thing we need to do is make sure this situation doesn’t blow up. 

Those lucky enough to enter the galaxy were lying in the game city, red-eyed, waiting for the opening of 

the channel at midnight. As for why they had to wait for twelve more hours… The main reason is that 

the new six castellans… . . 

———- — 

“Welcome to starcraft!” 

On this day, the general base was temporarily cleared out, and the new players had to wait until 

midnight to enter the tunnel. The reason was to let the six city’s top administrators familiarize 

themselves with the basic environment. 

Inside the base, standing in front of the portal to greet the six City Lords was a girl in ancient costume. 

The six City Lords looked at the person who welcomed them and were slightly stunned. The person who 

welcomed them seemed to be more ordinary than they had imagined. Meanwhile, the city lord of 

Huaxia City, Long Lao, narrowed his eyes slightly, he thought to himself, “Isn’t this the little girl who 

came to the army to take the assessment back then?”? 

He had also investigated the other party’s background. She seemed to be called Guo Xiaoyun. She was 

basically a commoner girl. In other words, the higher-ups of Luofu did not show up this time? 

The six of them had doubts in their hearts, but they did not show it on their faces. They quietly waited 

for the other party to explain. Even Meister, who had always been boastful in front of the public, 

appeared to be quite calm at this moment. 

Rainy Girl, Wu Gua, was speechless in front of these six big shots. The leader and instructor virien were 

out shopping, but she actually wanted to follow them to the Universe Federation. It was good to see the 

world, but who wanted to entertain these few old men? 

“This is the starting base of Huaxia City…”. Rainy Girl, Wu Gua, saw that everyone had recovered from 

the teleportation and began to introduce, “This is the multifunctional starting base that was created 

when we first entered Mars. Its functions include: particle teleportation, starting player genetic surgery, 

advanced research in various disciplines, energy collection, and so on “…”. “…” 

“Will there be only one such starting base in other cities in the future?”Zaiyi song asked first. 

“Yes…”. “To avoid conflict, the location of the new city has been planned ahead of time. When the time 

comes, a multifunctional starting base will be set up at the designated city location. The new base has all 

the functions of the Huaxia City base. It should be said that the equipment upgrade performance will be 

even better. The teleportation channel will be separated after your city base is activated. The voters of 

the fixed city can only teleport to the main base of the city.” 

All the city lords nodded in agreement. 

“Please choose one of your own. After all, this is not planet D. only the main base is equipped with 

something suitable for Planet D’s environment. Once you leave the base, you won’t be able to survive in 

that space without protective clothing…”. “…” 



“Understood…”angor nodded. “Can we choose our own genes?” 

“We can choose our three main genes freely. If you want to choose others, you can only choose your 

own private genes. As City Lords, you can lead by example…”rain girl smiled. 

Everyone was stunned, but they did not say anything. They had thought about this before coming here, 

and the six City Lords quickly gave their answers. 

Angor chose the Mayin clan of the first city. As the leader of the West Germany, she chose the Mayin 

clan to reassure the people and make them believe that she would fight for the benefits of the West 

Germany people who were bound to the Mayin clan, plus, the Mayin clan was suitable for overall 

management, so it did not take too much time to think about it. 

The Moon Elf that the Second City Lord, Abe Qingming, had chosen was something that drizzle WUGOU 

hadn’t expected. She had guessed the reason for choosing the Moon Elf. The Moon Priestess had the 

gift of blessing and Song of the soul, not only could she communicate with the elements, but she could 

also appease her own kind. She was a very suitable life form for a leader. 

However, this wasn’t something that could be achieved by herself. The instability of the elf race could 

easily allow the other party to evolve into a life form that wasn’t ideal for her. Although the Moon Elves 

didn’t have as many forms as the wood elves, they still had more than twenty forms, it was not that she 

could become whatever she wanted. 

As the city lord, in her opinion, the other party should choose a relatively stable genetic body. 

However, it seemed that Qing Ming was very confident in herself… “…”. Without hesitation, she wrote 

down the Moon Elves’intentions in the contract. 

In comparison, Song Yi from the third city was more practical. She did not choose a variable genetic 

body like the sea elves. Instead, she directly chose the developer, which was the most suitable genetic 

body for the manager. 

However, the requirements for a developer were not low. If they could not fully utilize their spiritual 

power to evolve, the lifespan of the developer would not even be as long as that of an ordinary d-ball 

person. It was still quite risky to choose. 

Just as the rumors said, he was a doer… “…”. Rainy Girl commented in secret. 

After many days of intense competition in the fourth city, in the end, the Dark Horse, Elizabeth, still took 

down the city lord. When they heard that the results were out, Arthur went berserk. At one point, he 

thought that the other party might not be able to think of what to do to Elizabeth and arranged for 

players to protect her in advance. However, until today, the other party did not seem to do anything… 

Elizabeth chose the only new race in the city. This race was now officially renamed as Vientiane by 

Elizabeth. After many days of publicity, it seemed that many people of interest had recently chosen to 

accept this race’s characteristics. 

As for what such a noble female knight would look like if she chose a race that evolved through 

biological evolution, rainy girl was quite looking forward to it, she often wondered if the other party 



would turn into the ultimate queen in some games. For example:. … The appearance of the Queen of 

Blades in starcraft… 

The fifth city’s Mister’s choice was interesting. He had always called on his people to choose the city’s 

private races to use their advantages, such as the fire copper race, the bronze race, and the Delaney 

race, etc. . But he chose a tall and Mighty Green Titan… … 

It was really… capricious… 

Chapter 838 opening of each city (3) 

“As a city lord, it is a basic lesson to be proficient in using the functions of the main base. Other than 

Huaxia City which has already taken shape, the other five major cities are temporarily under the control 

of the city Lord himself. Of course, the city lord of Huaxia City should also know the basic operating 

principles. After all, whether it is the later management reform or the establishment of the subsidiary 

cities of Huaxia City, you need to know the utility of the multi-functional base!” 

Everyone perked up when they heard that. From what the other party said, it seemed like this multi-

functional base should be very useful. 

Rainy girl continued, “First of all, it’s the right to teleport. This is a very important function. In the early 

stages, whether it’s the players from D Ball being teleported to galaxy, or the players from Galaxy being 

teleported to the new territories, or even after the development of a new planet in the future, the 

function of setting up a teleportation point will eventually be distributed by the city base. However, you 

should note that the teleportation cost is very high. It is not recommended to abuse it, and it is also not 

recommended to have a private monopoly. Otherwise, the higher-ups might forcefully intervene!” 

“Cost?”Song cares to frown way: “Here the financial system is brand-new, what is the cost point?” 

“Energy!”Rainy wugua explained, “Every teleportation requires a lot of energy, and this energy requires 

a lot of material conversion. It can be organic matter or basic elements, but it’s very inefficient. 

Currently, the main source of energy for all the technology in the base is a compressed energy ore on 

Mars. This ore has a high reserve on Mars, and it’s worth a lot. According to the rules, the six major 

cities, including all the current private lords, are not allowed to mine and use it indiscriminately. 

Opening a new mine requires the approval of the higher-ups, and after handing it over, the higher-ups 

will leave 1% of the ore to the cities for energy applications or energy storage!” 
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So that was it! ! 

The city lords looked at each other and suddenly understood why Luo Fu had built a base on Mars. So 

Mars had such a treasure? 

“1% ?”Mister said directly, “According to what you said, technology needs this kind of energy as 

support. Isn’t it too little to leave only 1% for the city?” 

“It’s not a little!”Rainy girl saw the expressions of the city lords, she said with a smile, “With the current 

level of operation, 1% of the ore can at least support an application that is 100 times larger. And as the 



scale of exploitation becomes larger and larger, 1% of the energy ore reserve is completely enough for 

the city’s application!” 

The few city lords sucked in a breath of cold air when they heard that. This energy ore had to be grasped 

at an opportunity. This was even more exaggerated than the oil in sphere D, no! It should be said that 

the oil in Ball D was not even worthy of carrying its shoes. This was the real currency in the galaxy! 

“Then what if the players collect it privately?”Elder long asked the key question. “This energy mine is so 

valuable. What if the players who mine it secretly collect it privately, or the city lords use their power for 

personal gain?” 

Hearing that, the corner of Mister’s mouth twitched. He thought to himself, why are you looking at me 

like that? 

“It’s useless…”. “First of all, our AI is very strict in monitoring the energy ores. For the time being, no one 

can do anything to them. Even if someone can do something to them, secretly collecting these energy 

ores is meaningless!” 

“Eh?”Everyone was stunned and immediately looked puzzled. 

“There are many reasons for not allowing you to touch the energy ore for the time being. The first is the 

application problem. This type of high-level energy ore has a complicated structure. If you want to 

decompose the energy inside, you’ll need sophisticated equipment. Moreover, the current technology 

that private players possess isn’t enough to produce this kind of equipment. It’s very dangerous to use it 

rashly. If you’re not careful, the power of the energy explosion won’t be any weaker than your d-ball 

nuclear bomb!” 

“This…”everyone was stunned, they did not expect this to happen, however, Angor was the first to voice 

his doubts. “If that’s the case, why don’t you tell us about the equipment and technology? You’re 

already willing to provide the civilization technology library to private players. Why Don’t you just 

provide the sample technology of the equipment?” 

“Because it’s very high-tech…”. “Your country is the world leader in the field of machinery. You should 

know that high-tech equipment requires a lot of technical principles, and these principles are still too 

advanced for private players. Before they can master the basics, they won’t be able to make these 

equipment blueprints even if you give them to them. Besides, we don’t have the blueprints.” “…” 

“Ah?”Everyone was stunned. There were no blueprints? Then how did they get these devices? 

Rain girl looked at them and said, “You’ll know in the future…” 

Actually, this question couldn’t be hidden for long. The star-ranked era was about to begin, and players 

couldn’t avoid contacting the Universe Federation. Not to mention other things, the Advanced 

Academy’s advanced studies would start soon, not to mention, the unknown heavenly god Lord might 

already be on his way. 

“The second problem is that the higher-ups won’t monopolize energy forever. After players can create 

their own advanced equipment to analyze energy, the higher-ups will gradually relinquish power. You 

can rest assured about this. However, when the time comes, we will naturally renegotiate the 

distribution of energy with you!” 



All the city lords nodded. They had just arrived here, so they knew nothing about this place. If they 

wanted to fight for benefits, they had to get familiar with this place first! 

“Next are these decomposition equipment…”. “These are the advanced energy decomposition 

equipment I mentioned before. These equipment can directly decompose energy ores into energy 

blocks with excellent stability. They are very safe for city construction, mechanical equipment, and 

chemical experiments. There are no side effects, and there is no radiation problem. However, the 

operation of these equipment is complicated. As the energy fission is different, it requires a variety of 

manual operations. Therefore, these equipment need to be maintained and operated by a special 

developer “…”she paused for a second and then turned to Angor. “Of course, the Mayin clan from the 

first city can do it too “…”. “…” 

Angor nodded in relief. 

“Don’t try to dismantle the equipment!”Rain girl warned. “The technology is beyond your imagination. 

There are strict protection measures. If you dismantle it, the consequences will be severe. If anyone 

finds out, they will be expelled from the Galaxy Forever!” 

“Are there only a few of these equipment?”Song Zai looked at the few machines in the hall and asked 

with a frown. 

“Not really…”rainwoman WUGUA led everyone into a space, then, they discovered that after they 

entered a new passage, there was another space inside. As if it had appeared out of thin air, many 

laboratories and the equipment from before suddenly appeared in the space. 

“This is?”The few of them took a deep breath. 

“Space folding technology…”rain woman said, “Every main base has it. The actual area of the main base 

is 30,000 square meters. Therefore, City lords, it will take some time for you to fully understand the 

functions of the base!” 

“It’s really magical…”elder long praised. 

At this moment, everyone completely believed that the technology that this high-level official Luo Fu 

had mastered seemed to be completely beyond their imagination… . . 

Chapter 839 the opening of each city (4) 

The location of the first city: 

Ever since she was teleported here at noon, she had been wandering around the base that was about to 

be managed by herself. She carefully checked every function room that the girl from central China 

mentioned before. It included the biological operating room, the energy control room, as well as the 

various multi-purpose laboratories in the space folding area… 

The base had the help of an intelligence system. Through the intelligence system, Angor began to 

understand the various permissions of the owner of the base, including the authority to mark 

teleportation points. 

Angor had investigated this before. There were not many public teleportation points in the New World. 

There seemed to be only two. One was in the southern city of molendor, and the other was in the new 



city of Gondolin, now, the two teleportation points were the main places for Chinese players to move 

around. 

Angor thought that the marking right of the teleportation points was very important. It was like 

controlling the right to move around one’s own city. The location of the teleportation point would be 

considered as a strategic point, thus, it was very important to move around a lot of people. 
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From this point alone, it was obvious that Luofu’s position as the city lord was not an empty title. 

Instead, it gave him a lot of real power! 

It was surprisingly smooth… “…”. Angor could not help but mumble. 

The city passage would only open after 12 am. The team he prepared earlier could only report to him 

then. In other words, she was the only one in the entire city base at this time. 

This gave her enough time to calm herself down. She also had a strange feeling. The feeling of being the 

sole owner of the new life really made her feel complicated. She even wanted to extend the time a 

little… … 

Time passed by quickly. She spent half a day in a daze. She only woke up when the A.I. notified her that 

the first batch of teleporter was about to arrive. She quickly walked toward the teleportation point. 

It had been a long time since she was in a daze like this… Angor found it funny. He could not explain why 

that happened… … 

“Master Angor!”The leader of the group was the leader of the campaign: Louise… 

Angor nodded and looked at the time. According to her settings, Louise and the others were the first 

group, and the second group of teleporters would be normal players. She set this world to eight hours 

later, in other words, they still had eight hours to familiarize themselves with the base. 

They did not have much time… After all, they still had to discuss their future development. 

She quickly led them to the castellan’s office. They sat around and told Angor about the effects of the 

base he learned from rainy. 

They were surprised and excited at the same time. Clearly, they were very surprised by the castellan’s 

authority! 

They had discussed this before. Although the mysterious organization created the castellan’s position, 

they did not think that the organization would give the real authority to the castellans. 

Therefore, they had been mentally prepared for the Luofu high-level officials to monopolize the energy. 

Even so, the authority that the Luofu high-level officials gave to the city was still beyond their 

imagination. 

Not to mention the teleportation power, it was equivalent to giving the power of the city to the city 

lord. In the future, the city Lord would have the great initiative in the development strategy of the New 



Territories, and then there was the power of energy storage, 1% sounded harsh, but they also said that 

1% of the energy ore could support the expansion of Huaxia City by a hundredfold! 

As for private players, high-level equipment still needed the city to provide energy supply, which meant 

that the city would have an additional power to restrict private players in the future, moreover, they 

could use these energy cities to complete their own construction and upgrade. As for the energy ore 

that was handed over, at least for the time being, it was not of great significance to them! 

The cities were where the strategic and material rights were located. They did not expect this at all! 

“Master!”An old man in the team said excitedly, “If we can control them well, our status in the cities will 

be greatly improved!” 

“That’s just one aspect!”Louise was also excited. “By controlling the energy sources and channeling, we 

can develop according to our ideas to the greatest extent. At least in the general direction, private lords 

will be less able to interfere!” 

“HMM…”angor nodded with a smile. “It seems that the mysterious organization doesn’t want the city to 

be just an empty shell!” 

“Then, master, how do we start now?”Louise was excited. “In less than three hours, the first batch of 

people will come in!” 

“HMM…”. First, we need to adjust the distribution of resources… “Now that we know that energy ores 

are hard currency, we need to quickly mine for reserves. Our civilization has an advantage in this. As a 

machine civilization, we don’t need to split our labor in areas we’re not good at. We can just skip work. 

As for other areas, like agriculture, animal husbandry, or the development of new species, we can just 

give up at the beginning.” 

“Isn’t it a bad idea to just give up?”Louise asked hesitantly. “Will the people here think that our policy is 

too overbearing? That we don’t give them the right to choose?” 

“Then we’ll give them more resources…”. Angor did not even frown. “We’ll increase the income from 

the early stage of absenteeism. We’ll try our best to let people who want to go to the new world know 

what it means to make money. It’s the same for lifestyle classes. We won’t ban other things, but we’ll 

give them the best benefits for craftsmen. Even combat-type players must try their best to encourage 

him to have a forging skill. We must build up the industrial atmosphere in the city!” 

“So… “What about food?”One of the old men could not help but ask. “As far as I know, besides training, 

nutrition is also a very important factor in the evolution of genomes. Do we not develop high-level 

agriculture at all?” 

“If you want to do everything well, then you’re not good at anything…”. Angor shook his head. “Why do 

the higher-ups of Luofu divide civilizations according to cities “… Instead of being as popular as Huaxia 

City “… They obviously want to build a city that specializes in this field. We can see that from the race 

genomes. There’s no need for us to go against them “… “.. 

“The fastest way is to collect energy reserves and improve the basic qualities and specialties of the city 

residents. As for food, we can use energy trade to import it…” 



“Are we losing out?”Louise frowned. 

“For now…”. Angor smiled. “Before the finished products, the mechanical civilization can’t compete with 

the agricultural civilization or the energy civilization in terms of import and export. isn’t that common 

sense “But as long as the quality of city residents is improving, with the best industrial technology, we’ll 

get back what we lost earlier.” “…” 

Everyone nodded in agreement. 

“Then, sir, how should we plan for the New World?”Someone asked. 

“There’s no point in planning now…”. Angor shook his head. “The threshold for the New World is level 

two. The most important thing now is to train enough qualified players to evolve to level two as soon as 

possible. Only then will we have the capital to seek resources in the New World… “But with our 

civilization’s characteristics, I guess we’ll have to take the sea route “… ” 

Chapter 840 the beginning of each city (5) 

Angor came to this conclusion by carefully analyzing the current intelligence of the New Territories. 

First, it was based on the characteristics of the civilization, and second, it was based on the situation of 

the new territories and the population and culture. 

In terms of the characteristics of the civilization, the theory of the mechanical civilization required a lot 

of energy to be mined. However, the energy ore on Mars could temporarily solve this problem, and it 

could directly enter a period of high-speed development, they did not need high-quality continental 

resources like some low-energy civilizations. 

For example, the second city was an agricultural and energy civilization. The level-five technology used 

to be low-energy. It could be run by biological energy and pure elemental energy. Although the progress 

was slow.., it could store a large amount of energy and materials for export. The energy ore on Mars 

could also be used to exchange for other resources and preferential policies. The second city would gain 

a lot of advantages in the early stage, the first city had the exact opposite characteristic! 

Angor’s policy was straightforward. He would use the energy reserves in exchange for technological 

progress. Although it would consume a lot of energy, consume a lot of energy, and import a lot, it might 

be a disadvantage in terms of diplomacy, the advantage was that the overall technological progress 

would be much higher than other cities. 

This was a difference between civilizations. It was not worth it to compete with Huaxia City’s high-level 

players for resources on the continent of steel arms. On the contrary, they needed a high-quality 

overseas population. 
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The orcs on the continent were not suitable to become qualified craftsmen or engineers… 

Therefore, Angor chose mining bases, mining carts, and mining strips for most of the initial equipment 

except for a few specific training sites, the equipment applications for the canteen, farm, pasture, and 

textile were only symbolic. 



This also caused the first city to look extremely monotonous at first, the new players feel that this is a 

large mining factory, have complained… 

By contrast, the start of the second city was completely different… . . 

———- 

If you have been to the first city and then come to the second city, your senses will be completely 

different. Compared to the first city’s simple training grounds and the back-and-forth mining cars, the 

second city gave people a sense of vitality. 

A large number of cultivation areas were divided outside the base, and the installation was very delicate. 

The layers of buildings made full use of the architectural beauty of the Elven civilization, although the 

scale was still very simple.., but the matching rooms gave people a sense of a forest park. 

In each cultivation area, a long corridor was built with white and beautiful stone slabs on both sides of a 

guardrail. Each cultivation room on both sides was separated by separate glass, from the corridor, one 

could see many elf players who had yet to take shape inside carefully taking care of all kinds of plants. 

Coupled with the slanted sunlight from a certain angle, the scene was completely different from the 

atmosphere of the mining factory in the first city! 

On the outside of the base was a large area of trial farms. The location of the second city was extremely 

flat and open. The fields were also flat dam fields and man-made paddy fields. In less than ten days, the 

fields were filled with green sprouts full of vitality, it was emitting a sweet fragrance, and the outermost 

layer was the open pastures of the city. Large areas of grassland could be seen where elf players drove 

young domestic animals. The beauty of the overlapping of the fields and pastures was like an extremely 

beautiful picture… It was pleasing to the eye… 

On the other hand, the second city was not very active in mining. In the entire second city, there was 

only an open asphalt road on both sides of the base, which was used for mining vehicles. 

Moreover, it had not been used yet. The reason was very simple. Under Qingming’s policy, the Green 

Titan, the only gene that could be mined in the early stages of the second city, was banned, as a result, 

other than the various elves and developers, the private gene in the second city did not have the ability 

to mine. 

Moreover, Qingming’s policy also stipulated that no one was allowed to participate in shapeshifting 

training for a year. The policy of focusing on developing agriculture and animal husbandry also 

completely destroyed the idea of some elves wanting to shapeshift early to carry bricks… … 

This wasn’t just limited to the outside world. Even some of the internal officials were a little anxious. 

wasn’t it a little too leisurely to not mine energy for a year? 

On this day, Qingming led his team’s minister in charge of ranch planning to inspect the newly built 

ranch. It was said that the infrastructure of the second city had been given a mission by the higher-ups 

to have Huaxia City’s flower spirits help with the construction, a barren land had become extremely 

fertile in just a few days. The same was true for the ranch. The barren, hard sand had been filled with 

high-quality grass in less than two days, this made Qingming even more determined to cultivate a large 

number of flower spirits! 



“Sir, why don’t you apply to develop a few more plots of farmland and pastures?”The ELF who was 

obviously Fatter Than Qingming asked. 

“The price-performance ratio is too low…”. Qing Ming shook his head and said, “They charge 10,000 

points for a hectare of land. It doesn’t seem expensive, but in terms of efficiency, they can complete the 

mission in just a few days. Obviously, they are cutting our leeks. The starting capital of the city is limited, 

and it’s not to be squandered without reason. As long as it’s barely enough, it’s fine. It’s not too late to 

continue to open up after we have our own flower spirits.” “…” 

“Sir…”another elven ball couldn’t help but ask, “Are we really going to completely give up on the mineral 

market?” 

“It’s just a delay, not completely giving up…”qingming smiled and said, “Low-level jobs like absenteeism 

don’t need our people to complete it. When the population of the Otherworld increases in the future, 

there will naturally be no shortage of labor in this area.” 

“But… no matter what, isn’t a year too slow? In a year’s time, the other cities already have enough 

reserves of energy ores!” 

“And then?”Qingming laughed and said, “We can’t finish digging for the time being. Even if we do, there 

is a land division rule between the cities, so they can’t possibly come to dig for us, right?” 

“But… that thing is hard currency!”The elf behind retorted, “If we don’t reserve it in the early stage, 

won’t we be at a disadvantage diplomatically?” 

“The definition of hard currency is correct… “…”. “But the specific value depends on the market 

situation!”Qing Ming sighed. “Think about it carefully. Right now, the market is short of resources and 

prices are high. It’s the time when hard currency is at a disadvantage. What will be the most lacking 

after the population of the five major cities is recorded? Is it energy? “Of course not. It’s basic living 

materials. Among them, the most important is food. High-quality food and meat are urgently needed by 

those who want to advance quickly. As long as we can produce high-quality food, we can exchange for a 

large amount of energy ores. Why rush to mine? “Isn’t it better to wait until the price of food drops 

before mining?” 

“UH…”the ministers looked at each other, speechless. 

“Then, sir, those private players in Huaxia City have a large amount of food right now… We can’t grab 

this market for the time being, right?”The Minister in charge of farm planning asked. 

“Don’t worry about that…”. Qing Ming shook his head and smiled, “When I first came here, I consulted 

the headquarters. Due to the rapid population expansion and evolution of the private lords, the food 

supply is actually very tight. The New Territories Market is still in short supply, not to mention the 

market of our new cities. Only the little cabbage tribe has the strength to do so. However, I believe that 

no city is willing to see the private players in China grow too big. If they have other options, they won’t 

easily invest in the Chinese players who already have the advantage … Is Our Chance!” 


